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. ltil1 bd.wern a phenomenon and the conte\t in "hich it is occurring. For 
·l.tlltlll' . . 

n 1• .1 hu•ill~ mtght want to cmluatc the factors that hm c made a recent 
.,·uup L. • 
• ·. tt•r a ~uc<·css (to prepare the ground for future mergers). The problem here, as 
111•1")1; • h I I . bl ( . . I b I . . . 1 . II•··L•l' .tudics, 1st at t 1c contextua nma es tnmng, go a economic ctrcum-
\111 I ,1 ' 

. ('tllturt•s of the merging organizations, etc.) are so numerous that a purclv 
.tann '· · -
.,,ll·rinu:ntal ,tpproach rr\'ealing causal associations would simply be unf(•asible. 
• Th•• case ,tudy approach requires the collection of multiple sources of data but, 
iftlll' rc,carchcr is not to he o,·erwhclmed, these need to become locused in some 
""'· l'hcrcfon.• case studies benefit from the prior de' clopnwnt of a theor<.'lical posi
ti(l;, lo help direct the data collection and analysis prC¥~ess, and the creation of' a 
.~t-tint'tl fc>eus through ;m initial definition of a research question (Eisenhardt, 19H9). 

;\ott•, then, that the case stud) method tends to he dcductiH~ rather than inducti\ c 
in character (although, as we shall sec, this is not always the case). It is also, contrary 
to popular opmion, often a demanding and difficult approach, because there arc no 
partiC'ular standardized techniques as one would find, say, with experimental design. 
Yin (1009. 2012), one of the authorities on case study research, who we will refer 
to C\tcnsivcly in thi!o chapter, also stresses the \\ide range of skills and llc~ihiJity 
n:quirl·d hy case study itn·cstigators. 

The ease study method is ideal when a 'how' or ·why' question is being asked about 
a contt.•mporal') set of events O\'er" h ich the researcher has no control. As Tahir 1 1.1 

.,ho\\ ~, 'what', \,·ho' and 'where' quc!.tions arc like!) to favour a sutTey approach, or 
the usc of archh·al records (unohtrusiYe measures - sec Chaptl'r 19), where il is 
impmtant to sho\\ the incidence of a factor. So, an education authodt) that needs 
to iclcntii)· how many of its workforce arc.• aged 55 or more, \\ill either lurn to its 
human resource records, or, if thes<.• m·c so ti·agmcntcd as not to contain this kind 
ol'intc>rmation, conduct a survey among its i-.ehools and colleges. This would reveal 
,,•flo and tehl'rc these older workers were located. If: howcYer, the organization 
wantc."<l to know hmc an ageing \\'Orkforcc affected its teaching and staff retention, 
a ca<;c study would be able to deal with this more cxplanatot)' issue and to illumi
nate kc) features. 

TAbl<~ 11.1 Selection cnteria for different research strateg1es 

Strategy Form of research question Requires control over Focuses on 
behavioural events? contemporary events? -

Experiment How, why Yes Yes 

Survey Who, what. where, how many, No Yes 
how much 

Unobtrusive Who, what, where. how many, No Yes/No 
measures how much 

Case study How. why No Yes 

Source: Adapted I rom COSMOS Corporat1on. in Yin, 2009 
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Examine the following social policy problem and, using Table 11.1, suggest which research strategy 
or strategies could be used to address it. 

Government statistics reveal a disturbing rise in inner-city drug addiction and substance abuse over 
the past five years. Increased policing and greater legal penalties have had no effect. Drug reha
bilitation experts have recommended the provision of 'safe housing' for persistent offenders where 
their drug intake can be monitored, regulated and reduced over time. Apart from the threat of 
political 'backlash', the government wants to understand more about the effectiveness of such a 
programme before deciding whether to support it. 

CAS.l IUDY 
AE lARCH 
... SUNOl',.. 
SlANOING: 

Pl.ANhlNG 

CAS£ 
5' 

You probably decided that the safe houses approach could be used as a case study to 
explore how the drug intake methods affected addiction. The case study approach i .~ 

not dissimilar to the use of unobtrusive measures such as document<;, archives and 
the use of historical eYidence- in each case no attempt is made to m~mipulate behm
iours. But while unobtrusive measmes can only rely on the usc of e.xisting documen
tation (historical or contemporary), ca.'>e studies tend to focus on collecting up-to-date 
information. For this reason, data collection may involve the usc of not only contem
ponrry documentation, but also direct observation and systematic interviewing. 

Ne,ertheless, as Yin (2009) makes clear, the ca.o;c study approach has not been 
universally accepted by researchers as reliable, objective and legitimate. One prob
lem is that it is often difficult (indeed, dangerous) to generalize from a specific case. 
But, in defence of case studies, Yin points out that most scientific inquiries have to 
be replicated by multiple cxan1plcs of the experiment, and case studies too can lx· 
based upon multiple cases of the same issue or phenomenon. Gummesson (2000) 
supports this view, asserting that, even in medicine, doctors' skills arc often buill up 
from a kno\\~edge of many indi, idual cases. 

Another criticism of case studies is the amount of time they take and the volume 
of documentation they generate. But Yin argues that this is to conntSC CCl.'iC studiC!> 
\\i th one particular type, the usc of ethnographic or pa1ticipant observation studic!> 
where the amount of data collected can he vast. The one argument that Yin (2009) 
docs concede is that conducting case studies successfully is an uncommon skill. 

r 
Before embarking on the design process itselt: Yin (2009) recommends that the 
investigator is thoroughly prepared for the case study process. Thjs includes being 
able to f(mnulatc and ask good research questions and to interpret the answers. 
This means turning off his or her own interpretative 'filters' and actually noting 
\\hat is being said, or done (recall the discussion of phenomenology in Chapter 2). 
The investigator must be able to respond quickly to the flow of answers and to post• 
new qucl.'tions or issues. Having a firm ~:,rrasp of the theoretical principles invohed 
will obviously help because issues wi II be thrown into sharp relief if the data con
tradict what was expected. This, again, reinforces the imp01tance of the dcductin· 
approach. But the case study approach can also generate data that help towards thl' 
development ofthcory - and is, hence, inductive. So which is most important? 
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Prior theory 
used in data 
collectiOn and 
analysls 

Exploratory 
(inductive) approach 

/ 

Confirmatory (deductive) 
approach 

Number of cases 

Ftgure 11.1 A companson of two case study pos1hons.1nductive and deductive 

Source Adapted from Perry, 1998 

,\ possible relationship between induction and deduction in case study research is 
illul>trated by Pen; (1998). In the left side of Fit,run· 11.1, the first (c'\i:reme left
hand) cal->c study is pure!) inductin· or exploratory, st<u·ting fi-om no theoretical 
po:-.ition (pure grounded thcoJT- see Chapter 23). Data collection and analysis in 
tht· nc\."t case study are informed by .some of the concepts fou nd in the first study. 
But it is difficult to dnm inferences through this approach because. as new findings 
an.· generated \\;th each stud), the fc>cus of subst·quent studies (and the kindl-> of 
questions that are asked) begins to shift. I renee, data from each stud}· cannot he 
compared, because we would not he comparing like wi th like. 

This problem is owrcome b} the more deductiYc, or at least confirmatory, 
approach on the right side of Figure 11.1. Here, the first case study could constitute 
a pilot ca.-.c, which establishes the theoretical boundaries and then the data gather
ing protocol and tools for all the remaining studit•s. The initial theory i.s then con
firmed or rejected by cross-ease data analysis across all the main ca.'>e studies. 

This approach is confirmed by Yin (2009), who also argues that, after adopting 
a particularly theoretical position, the research proeecds through a 1.erie.s of case 
studies, all(ming i(Jr cross-case comparisons to he taken. In csscnct', Yin suggests 
that the research should progress through a strics of stages (see Figurt 11.2) , each 
of which is described in more detail in the next sectio11. 

A e t.Jdy p o s 
Developing a theoretical stance 

Building thcor) from case study research is most appropriate when the topic is 
relatively new, or when there is a need to inject some fresh perspectives into a theme 
that is well kn0\\11 (Eisenhardt, 19H9). A prm;sional hypothes is or set of questions 
is developed - prm;sional in the sen..,e that they are open to further improvement 

A 
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Figure 11.2 Multiple case study method 

Source: Adapted from Yin, 2009 
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or modification during the procesil of the study. Hypotheses or questions should he 
linked, " ·here possible, with pre,iouil research - hence, the first stage of the ra.-.c 
study process is usually a thorough literature rc,iew to discowr what past re~carrh 
has been done (Dooley, 2002). This is also an opportunity to identify rival h)l)(lth
eses and theories, both of which ,,;11 help in the analysis of the results. Howcwr. 
giYen that case study research is t1e;.. ible and may follow leads into new areas. the 
theoretical framework that is adopted at the beginning of a study ma) not be tht· 

one that SUl"\'i\'eS to the end (Hartley, 1994 ). 
Let us take the example of a case study that seeks to e,·aluate the software dcH·I-

opment process for the building of an org;wization's intranet Web porlal. Tlw 
hypothesis is that: for Web portal design, the lraditional principles of the sofh,arr 
development 'life cycle' lead to projrct failure. Then, using what Yin (2012) call~ 
analytic generalization , we arc able to compare and contrast the results of the calli' 
study "~than accepted set of principles or theory. 1f two or more cases are shn\\11 
to support the theory, then it becomes possible to make a claim that the theory ha.' 
been replicated. Yin warn~. however, thal whik analytical generalization i~ appru· 
priate, statistical generalization i:-. certainly not. It should not be asstunrd. ~elf 
example, that the results of a case -.tud) can be generalized to a larger populattnn 

as one would do in an expetimcntal or quasi-experimental design. 

Selecting cases 
The selection of cases is imp01tant in case stud~ research especially where the intl·n·. 
tion is to build theory from the cases (Ebcnhardt. 1989). \\'bile the ca-"C-" ma~ ~ 
chosen randomly, this is neither nece~sary nor preferable. Gh·cn that the numl)l'fl 

In 
nal 
... ct 
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., ,tudicd is usually quite limited, it makes sense to choose those that arc polar 
l•~-~~tn.•nlc IYfX'S. This helps to ensure that the entity under investigation is transpar-
urt · 1 1 I · d L l' · f I · · Jth oh.,rn1tble. Once cases are se ccte<, t 1e mam an suuor<.matc umts o ana ys1s 
~~~· ·pr<l\isionally defined. For example, the o~~miza~on itself _might be the ~1m in 
unit of analysis, \\ith departments or geographically dtspersed ~1 tcs the subordmate 
unih. :'\ote that the main and subordinate units of amdysb may require ditlcrent 
rl''l·ar'Ch tools. While there is no ideal number of cases, Eisenhardt (1989) suggests 
that between four amltcn cases usually works well. W'ith fewer than four cases it is 
utkn difficult to generate theory with much complexity and the empirical underpin
ning i~ lil<el~ to be uncomincing unless there are several sub-cases \\ithin them. 
With more than ten cases the Yolume of data c.1n quickly become o\·enYhehning. 

Desigmng and piloting research tools, protocols and field procedures 

fn the design pmcess, care should be tal<en to ensure that all tools match the origi
nal h~vothesis and research objectives. Protocols involve the design of a structured 
'l't of processes or procedures, often linked to how the research tool is to be admin
i,tl•n'<l. For example. a protocol might he used to specif)· to an inteniewcr exact)~ 

lum the inteniew i to he conducted, and how the inten·iew schedule is to be used. 
One of the key de ign issues in the case study method is the definition of the unit 

l!f'amt(IJ.~iJ, and then ensuring that this unit of analysis fi ts with the research objec
thcs of the study. 'laking our vVeb p01tal development example, it is this proce.~s that 
i' the unit of analysis and not the look or functionality of the portal itself (although 
thi., could be the subject of a different case study). The conceptual framework here 
i' the software development process, including design, prototyping, deYelopment, 
ll'~ting and implementation. The study could also explore the group dynamic!> 
another process) between the Web development team invoh eel in building the por

tal, to understand how their efforts can be improved in future Web projects. 

Conducting a case study or multiple studies 

The data are collected, analysed and S)11thesized into indh·idual case study report..,. 
This b unlikely to occur in a sequential process. So there may be circumstances when 
anal) sis raises new questions for which new units of analysis may haYe to be formu
lated and additional data collected. Each of the case studies is regarded as a study in 
its O\Vn right, so one of the key steps is to conduct within-case analysis, with a 
detailed \Hite-up for each case study site (Eisenhardt, 1989) so that the researcher 
can identif)• unique patterns "ithin each c~L'ie. But the findings of each case need to 
produce converging et'idence, so that the data from one case replicate the data from 
another. Think in tem1s of the police detccti,·e at the scene of a crime looking for 
multiple pieces of evidence that, together, add up to a clear 'picture' or solution. 

However, while much of the data may serve to 'prove' or illustrate an issue or 
phenomenon, negative instances may also make a vital contribution to the analysis. 
Kidder (1981), for example, shows how an initial hypothe is can be continually 
re\ ised (on the basis of negati,·e or contradictory data) until it can be \'alidatcd b~ 
the data. Case studies can also sometimes be illuminated by ke) c,·ents. The routine 
of office, hospital or school life, for example, may serve to obscure phenomena or 
trends whereas a key event such as a staff 'away day' or a new computer system 
goi ng 'li\'e' may throw up revealing tensions and social dynamics. 
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ln terms of data collection, the case stt1dy method requires the usc of multiple 
sources qj' evidmce. This might include the use of structured, semi-structured or 
open interviews, field obseJTations or document analysis. As we saw in Chapter 6, 
multiple sou n:c.•s of data also bel p address the issue of construct validity because the 
multiple sources of C\idencc should pro\ide multipk me<L'iures of the same con
struct. Case Stud~ 11.1 pro, ides an example of ho\\ rich data can be collected from 
multiple sources in order to dc.•vclop a case stt1dy. 

TOP TIP 11.1 

Consider using a case study only when you are certain that you can gain the levels and 
intensity of access you need to the case study persons or site. Ensure that it is practical 
and feasible to make use of the kinds of multiple data sources an effective case study 
requires. Also make enquiries early in the project, or well before you commence it, so 
you know whether you have access, or not. 

CASE STUDY 11.1 

T,_ t i dane h>J ' 

In 1932, a group of researchers from Chicago carried out an ethnographic study of an institution 
cal led the taxi-dance hall. These halls had developed in the nineteenth century during a period 
of mass immigration to the USA and were clubs where men could pay for dances with roung 
women. The city social services department were concerned that these dance halls wer dens 
of vice and prostitution. 

Four research assistants were employed to collect data by attending dances as par 1cipant 
observers and later to interview taxi-dancers, their cl ients and the businessmen who ran the 
halls. The study is vague on precise methodological details, such as the length of the proJect or 
ethical or practical issues, but the study is rich in description, as the following passage shows: 

Before long the patrons and taxi-dancers began to arrive. Some patrons come in automobiles. U1WQh 

many more alight from street cars. Still others seem to come from the Immediate neighbourhood For the 

most part they are alone. though occasionally groups of two or three appear. The patrons are a MOtley 

crowd. Some are uncouth. noisy youths, busied chiefly with their cigarettes. Others are sleekly groomed 

and suave young men. who come alone and remain aloof. Others are middle-aged men whose stooped 

shoulders and shambling gait speak elOQuently of a life of manual toil. Sometimes they speak En!)lish flu· 
ently. More often their broken English reveals them as European immigrants. on the way towarr bc1ng 

Amencanized. Still others are dapperly (sic] little Filipinos who come together, sometimes even 1n squads 

of six or eight, and slip quietly Into the entrance. Altogether the patrons make up a polyglot aggregatJOn 

from many comers of the world. (Cressey. 1932: 4-5) 

Analysis of the data reveals that many of the girls see dancing as a glamorous and well-paid 
alternative to an early marriage, or to factory or office work. The backgrounds and motivation of 
the clients are revealed, and show them as isolated and lonely people. There is discuss1on of the 
language used by the dancers and their descriptions of clients as 'suckers', 'fruit' and fish·. As 
Travers points out. the result of the study is ·a revealing and intimate portrait of th1s soc1al world. 
built up through a careful study of different group and individual perspectives' (2001. 28). 

Source: Cressey, 1932, in Travers, 2001 
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ACTIVITY 11.2 

L.ook baCk at Case Study 11.1. 

Identify the implicit working hypothesis of the study. 
What are the multiple sources of evidence? ! On the basis of the evidence presented in the study, should the original hypothesis be accepted 

or rejected? 

Suggested answers are provided at the end of the chapter. 

Creating a case study database (optional) 

rhi-. proct•ss is to ensure that information is collected systematically anti that it is 
fo~,'ically ordered in the database as well as being easily accessible. One factor that 
tlistingui~hes the case study approach from other research methods is that the case 
•tudy data anti the case study repmt arc often one and the same. But all case stud
il'~ should contain a presentable database so that other researchers and interested 
parties can re\iew the data as well as final written repotts. Allowing other research
l't'. to eYaluate the data or to replicate it increases the reliabili(lj of the case study. 
Case study databases can take a variety of formats, including the use of: 

Case study notes resulting from observations. interviews or document analysis, and may 
take the form of computer files (word processed or an actual database), diary entries or 
index cards. Whatever form they take, it is essential that they are put into categories and 
that these can be accessed quickly and easily. Obviously, computer-based files are more 
efficient in terms of both storage space and search facilities. 
Case study documents, which need to be carefully stored and an annotated bibliography 
produced for ease of later analysis and retrieval. 
Tabular materials of quantitative data. 

Drawing cross-case conclusions 
After \\ithin-case analysis (sec above), researchers will then look for patterns across 
cases by searching for similarities and differences. The dimensions measured can 
be those that emerged from pre,ious literature searches, or can be chosen by the 
researcher (Eisenhardt, 1989). Another approach is to select pairs of cases and then 
lbt the similarities or diflcrences between each pair. An alternative strategy is to 
analyse the cases by data source, that is, the researcher scours the inteniew data for 
cross-case comparisons, then examines sur\'Cy data across the cases. etc. From 
\\itrnn-case comparisons and cross-case analysis, tentative themes, concepts and 
even relationships between variables may emerge (Eiscnh~u·dt, 1989) with the 
researcher constantly comparing theory and data, iteratively mm;ng towards a 
close fit between the two. 

Writing the case study report 

One or the problems with case studies is that they tend to produce large \Olumes of 
data, held in a ca.o.,c study database. The report" riting stage. then. can -;omclimes 

CAS TUOY' 

OA ABA5C 
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Table 11.2 The process of case study construct1on 

Stage 
Process 

Step1 
Assemble raw case data. 

() 
~ 

Consists of all the information collected about an 
s 

organization. person(s) or event 

Q. 
(l) 
< 
Q. 
0 

Step 2 (optional) 
Construct case record. 
Organize. classify and edit raw data to condense it 

.. ~ c 

Step3 
Write case study narrative. 

Source. Adapted from Patton. 1990 

appear quite daunting. Patton (2002) suggests that a useful intermediary step 
between this database and the writing of the case study report (which he terms a 
narratiYe) is the construction of a case record (sec Table 11.2). Each record contain' 

an edited and more condensed version of each case. 
The case study repmt is conceptually linked back to the case study record!> and 

raw case data through a 'chain of c\idcnce', including tables, reproduced t\()cu
ments, vignettes, etc. These a \low t.hc reader (such as another researcher, or theca~ 
study's sponsor) to question and c,·cn re-interpret the data if necessary. The C\i

dcnce in the database should also he consistent \\ith the questions and procedlll\'' 
cited in the case stud~ protocol. Allo\\ing a researcher to successfully check thl· 
chain of e,idencc increases the reliability of the case study if more than om 
researcher uses the data to come to similar conclusions (inter-judge reliabili~ ). 

The task of report wt;ting is much ea..,ier, and the results are likely to be mon 
coherent, if the pre,;ous stages ha'e been obscrYed carefully; for example. if a c<L'l' 

study protocol has been drawn up and implemented, and if individual case ..tud~ 
reports haYe been \\Tittcn up and conclusions drawn. (See Composing case ~tml~ 
reports, p. 286, for details of report types and sh·uctures.) 

TVPF'~ nF' ri\~F= ~TliOV DESlG~ 
Wl1atever the precise case study design chosen, it is essential that the case ~tu1l~ 
takes the reader into the case situation. This means that description:- should hf 
holistic and comp•·ehcnsi,·c and should include 'my•·iad dimensions. fac W"'· ,,;. 

RJ, ablcs. and catcgodcs woven together into an idiogo·aphic framew<n·k' (!••"• ~ 1990• 387). The design process t<n· case st udics involves deciding "hctlw•· the ""'' 
of analysis for the study will he an indl\;dual case (for example, a pero;on or ol1!an· 

F ization) or multiple cases. Stake (2005) identif1es three types of ca'-c ... htd~: 
Intrinsic, to better understand a particular case 
Instrumental, to provide insight into an issue or to create a generalization 
Multiple or collective, when a number of cases are studied jointly to •n,estogate ',.. 

nomenon. population or general condition 

v· ( ) f' . t• d d . -entcd inn~ 
rlll 2009 proposes our mam types o case stu y estgn, as reprc.., . rti11~ ... 
11.:3, each of'' hich needs to be selected on the basis of patticular set" of cun

11 
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Multiple case designs 

Type3 
Multrple/holistic 

Type4 
Multrple/embedded 

I'hi-, !>hows that ca..'ie studies can he based upon single or multiple case design~ and 
on ~ingle or mulliple unit!-. of analysis. 

I L 

In this t) pe of stud), only a single case is examined, and at a holistic lewl, for exam
pte. an entire educational programme, nol indi,idua] clements (modules) within it. 
The single ca.o;e stmly should be chosen when it can play a significant role in testing 
a h~l>Othesis or theory. Another rea.-;on is "hen the case study represent-; a unique 
or c:-..-trcme ca...,c, or a re,·clator~ case. where, for example, a researcher is allowed 
into a prc\'iously sensith·c or secretiYe org;Ulization to carry out research (for C'\am
ple, ru1 organization fuHilling contraets for the military). Thrrc may br othrr times 
"hen a single tase study is mcrrly thc prr<·ursor to fmther studies and may perhaps 
be a pilot for a later multiple stuJy. 

Within a single case study, there ma) be a number of different units of analysis. For 
e:-..ample, let us take a ta'>e study looking at the i mplrmentation of a mcntoring 
programme. This is a singlr cast' ( the mcntoring programnw) but the multiplr 
units of analysis here might eomprise: 

The official mentoring processes as laid down by the company's mentoring handbook. 
The perspec tives of mentors. 
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• The perspectives of mentees. 
Tangible evidence that the mentoring system 1m proves company collaboration, network-

ing and morale 

Where the multiple case study approach is needed (say, to improYc the reliabil
ity or generalizability of the study) but it i!> not possible to identify multiple 
units of analysis, then a more holistic approach can be taken. Let us use the 
example of a region comprising se,·eral hospitals that is attempting to impron• 
its communication processes through the implementation of a specialh 
designed training programme. A researcher might use this communication.\ 
training programme as a single, holistic unit of analysis, but look at the opera
tion of the programme in all of the hospitals (multiple cases) and over anum
ber of months. The aim here is not to increase the size ofthe hospital 'sam ple', 
but to replicate the findings of one case ac·ross a number of cases. In this sense, 
the approach is not very dissimilar to that of experimentation, where an 
attempt is made to replicate the lindings of one experiment over a numhcr 
of instances, to lend compelling support for an initial set of proposition,. 

Figure 11.4 illustrates this. 
Yin (2009), howcYcr, warns that a Ycry serious danger of holistic designs is that 

the nature of the ~tudy may begin to shift under the yery nose of the researcher. 
Hence, the researcher may hmc begun the in,·estigation on the basis of one set nf 
questions, but the e,idcncc from the case study may begin to address a very differ
ent set of questions (recall the left-hand side of Figure 11.1) . This is such a threat tu 
the ,·alidity of the study that Yin (2009) argues that the only recourse is to begin 

the study again with a new rc!>earch design. 

The problems faced by hoHstic ca~c studies can be reduced if multiple unit' of 
analysis arc used which allow for more sensitivity and for any slippage betwl'l'll 
research questions and the d i rcction of the study to be identified at a much carlil'r 
stage. So, tal,ing our example of the mcntoring programme in Type 2: Single ca~c 
embedded above, the evidence from this one organization might not product' 
convincing evidence. But addressing the \'arious units of analysis across. say, ten 
organizations, would offer an opportunity to produce a compelling argunwnt. 
But one of the dangers of embedded designs is that the sub-units of analy~is lllil~ 
become the focus of the ~tudy itself (for example, the experiences of mcntl'l'' · 
di\'erting attention awa~ from the larger elements of analysis (does the prw 

gramme work'?). 
?\cwrtheless, one oft he adYantagcs of multiple case studies is replication ' 'l'l 

Figme 11A·, abo,·c). But how many case studies arc sufficient for multipk l';\."-' 

design? As we saw earlier. Eisenhardt (1989) suggests that between fou r anti It'll 
is often sufficient. If c''tcrnal \alidit) (the gcncralizability of the resulb - 'l'l 
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F'tgure 11.4 Replication through use of multiple cases 

Source· Adapted from Flick. 2006 

Chapter 6) is important, or if it is feared that each study may produce quite divcr
~ent results, then it is safest to maximize the number of studies. The key here will 
not be to aim for measures of statistical significance but for at least some sem-

blance of reliability and credibility. 

TOPTIP11.2 

If you are undertaking a doctoral qualification, you may have the time and resources to 
conduct a multiple case study. If, however, you are studying at Masters or even under
graduate level, you are best advised to stay clear of multiple case studies. This is mostly 
because the number of cases needed to reach data saturation is impossible to predict 
in advance, and you may overrun your timescales for completing your research. 

t\4 A C"t}l LOS::CTIO. _ ~(\IJQCI=S 
One of the features of case study research is its flexibility. Hence, adjustments might 
be made during the data collection process by deciding to make use of additional 
data collection sources, an approach that Eisenhardt (19~9 : 539) refers to as 'con
trolled opportunism'. Yin (2009, 2012) suggests that there arc broadly six main 
sources of case study data, each of which have their mvn strengths and weaknesses, 
which are summarized in Table 11.3. lt should he noted that these sources arc not 
mutually exclusive, with a good case study tending to usc multiple sources of evi
dence. Note that each of these data collection sources is discussed in detail in later 

chapters. 
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Table 11 3 Six sources of evtdence and thetr strengths and weaknesses -
Source of 
evidence 

Documentation 
(see Chapter 20) 

Archival records 
(see Chapter 19) 

Interviews (see 
Chapter 15) 

Direct observation 
(see Chapter 16) 

Strengths 

Stable- can be revtewed repeatedly 

Unobtrusive- not created as a result 

of the case study 
Exact- contains precise details of 
names, positions, events 

Broad coverage - long span of time, 

events and settings 

(Same as above for documentation) 
Precise and quantitative 

Targeted- focus directly on case 

study topic 
Insightful- provide original and 

illuminating data 

Reality- covers events in real time 

Contextual - covers context of events 

Weaknesses 

Access- problems of confidentiality in 

many organizations 
Reporting bias - reflects (unknown) 

bias of document author 

(Same as above for documentation) 

Danger of bias due to poorly 
constructed questions 

Response bias 
inaccuracies due to poor recall 

Reflexivity - interviewee gives what 
interviewer wants to hear 

Time-consuming and costly 

Narrow focus - unless broad coverage 

Reflexivity - event may proceed 
differently because it is being observed 

(Same as for direct observation) 
Participant 
observation (see 
Chapter17) 

(Same as for direct observation) 
Insightful into interpersonal behaviour Bias because investigator unwttltngly 
and motives manipulates events 

Physical artefacts Insightful into cultural features 
(see Chapter 19) Insightful into technical operations 

Source. Adapted from Yin, 2009 

Selectivity- may be based upon 
idiosyncratic choices 

A new Managing Director takes over at Zenco, a manufacturer of engine parts for the automobile 
Industry. His first decision, in a major cost-cutting exercise, is to scrap the headquarters' ReceptiOn 
desk and make the staff who work in it redundant. In its place. visitors have to complete their own 
security passes and use the internal company telephone directory to inform their client that they 
have arrived. After six months, you are asked by the MD to carry out a small case study on how the 

new system is working. 

1. What kind of research questions would you seek to address? 
2. Which of the following data gathenng methods would you use: survey, observation. intervte\\' 

archival records? Would you favour just one of these methods or use a combinatiOn? 

Suggested answers are provided at the end of the chapter. 
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\, \\t' h;l\T ~ern in other rl·sem·ch methods, and already in this chapter, the issues 
ot\•tlidity and reliability are never tar from the smface. They are probably of par
tit•ular importance for the case stud~· method because of the reliance on data that is 
(T,•nc•~1ted from either limited or patticular !'>amplcs or situations. 
to 

(.'wbtrurt \alidity refers to the quality of thl· conceptualization or opcrationalit.a
tion of the relevant concepts (Gibbc1t, Ruigrok and \Yicki, 2008), that is, the extent 
tu which the study investigates what it claims to investigate (Denzin and Lincoln, 
199+). However, as Yin (2009) points out construct validity is particularly prob
lt•matic tor case studies, because of the difficulty of defining the constructs being 
ulH'~tigated. For example, let us say that a researcher is asked to investigate the 
t'\tent to which team work \\'ithin groups of social \\'Orkers and between groups has 
imprm·ed OYer a 1 2-month period. The problem here is how the concept of team 
work is defined, leaving the danger that the researcher ,,;11 base thil> on his or her 
'ubjcttiw impressions. This can on)~, be avoided if the researcher: 

Operationally defines the concept 'team work' at the outset (particularly in the context 
of the project. in this case, social work). 
Selects appropriate measurement instruments and/or data sources lor the defined 
concept (for example interviews with members of the social work team or locus groups). 
Uses multiple sources of data in a way that encourages divergent lines of inquiry (for 
example, mterview data and documentation). 
Establishes a chain of evidence dunng the data collection process (linking findings and 
recommendations to the data, providing evidence that the two are connected). 
Evaluates the draft case study report through feedback from key informants (who in this 
case are likely to include managers of social work units or departments). 

I + to" nl \/ 1. 

This issue arises \\ith tausal (as opposed to descriptive) case studies where the 
researcher is attempting to show that e,·ent .1 led to outcome y. As we saw in 
Chapter 6, in research design!> that attempt to demonstrate causality, the dangerous 
impact or extraneous variables alwayl» threatens. Taking our pre\'ious example of' 
team work within the group of social workers, we may be trying to 'prove' that 
improvements have occurred as a result of an intenshc training programme in 
team building initiated hy senior management. The chalknge will be to find !'>ig
nificant associations between the training programme <md better team work and 
that the recent introduction of''flat' management structures (in this case, <U1 c:-.'tra
neous variable) was not the main source ofimpro\emenl. 

Another threat to internal validit) eOI11C.!> fi·om the problem of making infer
ences from the oata, when it is simp!~ not pos!->ible to actually obserYc the event. 
Hence, the researc·hcr \\ill 'infer' that something has occurred ba-.ed upon case 
study interview data or documentary eddence. But is it logi('al and safe to make 

VA 0 Y 
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this inference? Gihbcrt et al. (2008) suggest three measures for enhancing internal 
mlidi~. First, cast• study researchers should f(mnulat<.' a dear rescarch.fiwnewor!r 
that demonstrates that \'ariablc x leads to outcome y. Secondly, through Jlaftt•,.11 
matching. researchers should compare empirically observed pattcm., \\ith either 
predicted ones, or \\ith patterns identified in pre\iOU!- studies (Denzin and Lincoln, 
1994; Eisenhardt, 1989). Thirdly, them:lJ triangulation allm,·s the rescm·dter to 
'-crif): the findings from multi pit· perspcctiws (Yin. 2009). 

This addresses one of the most problematic issues faced by the case studr 
approach - \\ hether its findings can be generalized beyond the study itself. Of 
course, not all would agree that gencralizability should be a goal of research. 
Lincoln and Guba (2000) assert that generalizations inevitably alter m·cr time, ::.o 
that they become of onl) historical interest. There arc no absolutes and all 'tmth" 
is relative. But Schofield (2000) argues that generalizing is also becoming impor
tant in qualitative research. This is partl~ becau'>e the approach is in<:re<L.,ingly 
being used in high profile studies often linked to evaluation. Funding agencies for 
large-scale pr~jects also want to sec that findings have a wider applicability than 
to just the project itself. 

Taking our example of team \\ ork in the social workers group, to what extent are 
we able to say that if the training programme did, in fact, help towards better team 
work, the programme would have a similar impact in other project groups within 
the organization, or, indeed, in quite diften·nt organizations'? Gomm ct al. (2000) 
point out that a significant amount of case study research docs, indeed, try to make 
claims for studies that go beyond the original ca.sc. The) also claim that case stud~ 
research should be directed towards dra\\ing general conclusions. But how. in prac
tice, should this be done? 

The problem faced is that the data collected in the case study may not be repn•
sentati,·e of the population as a whole (or merely representative of those fcatun·s 
that art· the fi>cus of the research). Nevertheless, Gomm ct al. (2000) a<hise that 
researchers can imprO\'c the <.'mpirical generalizabili~· of a case stud) b): 

Providing evidence about the 'fit' of key characteristics between the sample and the 
population (for example. showing that our group of social workers are typical of social 
workers in general - we could mention age, gender composition. qualifications. experi
ence, management structure, etc.); if information about the population is not available. a 
warning should be issued about the risks of generalizing from the particular case study. 
Using a systematic selection of cases for study, that IS, making efforts to ensure, 1f pos
sible, that cases are typ1cal of the population. Too often cases are chosen on a con
venience basis only. 

Yin (2009) also defends case studies by pointing out that safer grounds for making 
generalizations can bt· established if a study is rcplicatl•d three or tour times in dif
tcrcnt circumstances. Dooley (2002) achiscs that c\:terna1 ,·alidit) can be strength
ened by relating the findings fi·om one or multiple cases back to the literature. 
shtming that the rc.sultc., arc theoreticall~ feasible or arc supported by similar 
empirical studies. 
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•tiln' aeeepting this, however, it is worth noting Lieberson's (2000) note of 
~ Rt.•fcrring to what he calls 'smali-Xs' (a small numb<.•r of cases), he warns 

rautu,n. fr h" I 1· '1'1 . . I I .. . b .1 had basis om w 1c 1 to genera 1zc. 11s 1s ">ccaust• causa propos1t10ns 
that tt ' · b b.,. · I h t• d · · · · d "tl ·r t/damini.~tlc or pro a 1 1st1c. n t c ca.o;e o ctermm1sm, 1t 1s argue 
1\' t'l It 11 ·tf 1 then y'. that is, the presence of a given factor will lead to a specified out-

that . . . . d I . ., ' I f 
ll' Probabilistic perspectives are more mo est, c a.1mmg t 1at t 1c presence o .c 

:::~"''~,~.~the likdihood ofy occurring or its fi·equency'. The problem \\ith small-N 
,tmlit~ b that probabilistic measurement is ruled out because of the small size of 
tht· ~ample - which leaves us with deterministic measurement. 

J.iclw~on (2000) uses the example of drink-driving and accidents. Cases can be 
,hcl\\ 11 "here dmnken dri\"ers arc involved in accidents, generating a deterministic 
rdation~hip between the dependent variable (accidents) and the independent vari
ahlt.· (alcohol consumption). But there arc also cases where sober drivers have acci
dt>nt:. and dnmk drivers do not. SmaU-N studies cannot deal with interaction 
dlcrts hch\cen variables (for example, the interaction between alcohol consump
tion and driving speed, or running through a red Hght), because they cu·bitrarily 
a."umc that such interactions do not operate. According to Lieberson, exception
ally rigorous practices arc required to avoid these methodological pitfalls. If a small 
number of cases is selected, then it makes a great deal of difference whether the 
outcomes are the same in each ca<;e, or not. A defensible solution for generalization 
!IC.'t'lll'> "here: 

One variable is constant across all cases - so, the same independent variable. x. leads 
to the same dependent variable, y, over a range of cases. 
The dependent variable is different across the cases, and all but one independent vari
able is constant - so pointing to that mdependent variable as the cause of the changes. 

TOPTIP11.3 

If your case is one organization, and it was chosen by convenience, say, because you or 
a relative works there, this should alert you to thinking carefully about how typical or 
representative your case is of the general population. Single case studies are best used 
as exploratory rather than confirmatory studies. Be very cautious about generalizing and 
note the limitations of your study. 

0 

Conditions for reliability arc met ifthc findings and conclusions of one researcher 
can be replicated b) <mother researcher doing the same case study. Bryman (2007a) 
supports this approach, arguing that ca."e study generalization is made more feasi
ble b) team research" here a group of researchers investigate a number of ca..,es. A'> 
we have seen, this can only be achicn~d if researchers conscientiously document 
procedures through what Yin (2009) calls cao.;c study protocols and cao.;c study data
ba<;es. As discussed earlier, a protocol is a plan of data collection instruments and 
also the procedures for using these instruments (which subsequent researchers can 
follow). The pmduction of a protocol forces the im cstigator to think not only about 
how the final case study report might be completed, hut also its intended audience. 
Yin (2009) rccommen<.ls that a protocol should contain the follc)\\ing sections: 

R l ABll T'T' 
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An overview of the case study project, includ1ng obJeCtives and theoretical issues. 
Field procedures, including: access to the case study 's1tes' and people; general sources 
of information: back up procedures mcludmg eliciting help, if needed, from colleagues; 
timescales: and contingency plans- for example, 1f interviewees decide not to cooperate. 
Case study questions, table templates for collecting data and the potential sources of 
information for answenng each question. 
A structure and guide to the final report. 

The case study approach can be one of the most productive in terms of collectin" 
I> 

data, hut here the problems c~m often begin. In contrast to other method!>, such <L'> 

e:\lX'rimental design, then: is less experience and trwcr developed strategies for 
analysing case study data. Nevetthcless, there are some general approache!> that can 
he used "ith effect. We will look, first of all, at some general strategies, and then at 

some specific analytical methods. 

There arc, essentially, two ways in which the case stud~· e\ idcncc can he analysed. 
The first is to analyse the data on the ba.<>is of the original theoretical propositiom. 
and the research objectin•s that flowed from them. The other i~ to de\ l'lop a 
descriptin• framework once the C'ase study has been completed. Yin (2009, 2012) 
recommends that the fanner is pretcrablc. 

Theoretical propositions 

One of the purposes of theory is to assist the researcher in making choices betwem 
what is worth investigating and what wisely should he ihrnorcd (recall Chapter 1). 

I Icncc, the objccti\'es and questions of the study are \'Cry likely to haYe been guided 
by its theoretical underpinning. For example, a case study exploring the introduc
tion of'moral education' into the curriculum would first dch·c into the meaning and 
history of moral education in a \'aricty of contexts as well as examining the origin~ 
of mora] education in some of the principles and thc01ics of \irtuc ethics. At the 
analysis stage itself. data can be compared and contra..,ted \\ith "hat the theoretical 
models hm·c predicted, and supposi lions made about the extent to which the migi
nal propositions can be supported or rejected. Tn the curriculum ex<mlplc, an~ 
problems atising from the curriculum inno\'ation might be linked back to \\ here 
the new programme strayed from some of its underpinning ethical principle..,. 

Descriptive framework 

This approach, as its name implies, is more descriptiYe than analytical, and can he 
used perhaps when a ca..,e study is chosen for a subject or issue tor" hich an under
lying theoretical proposition is not ob\'ious. The dcscriptiYe framework can operate 
perhaps to identi~· the types of cases for which further, more quantitatiw analy'i~. 
should be applied. Of course, once the case research is completed, it mi~ht bccou1l' 
more obvious a." to what theoretical models arc releYant and need to lx· addt·t•.;sed. 

-
Since 
betwq 

to 
1111 
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A l l\ t I c I ME'+h,....-1 

. of the objectives of data analysis is to find relationships and contrasts 
Ill'' "11~ 1 · 1 h I f ·1· h' .. :.1blc~. some tee 1mqucs are presentc( ere t 1at act 1tate t IS process. 

bft'\l't'll \ ,\11· 

Pattern matching 

11>< 
1
,,.,.. ~~~ind '"'"''" matching is that the pattems to eme<g< from the data, 

tl·h (Of rx·rhaps rail to match) those that were expected. Figure 11.5 illustrates two 
':,ihlr ~"""'""· With uon-equ iva/en t depeudeu t vadables "·' " pattern, a reswch 
:ud' nl<l~ h,we a number of dependent variables or outcomes that emerge from it. 
If. k~'"' the roscarch is can·icd out, a number of p•~dictions about the <>il<Ctcd 
d<l<"'''"'' , ariablcs arc made, and .,., subsequently fOund, then this suppm"tS the 
mtrn

1

al nJidity of the study. Hence, in Figure 11.5 dependent variables A, Band C 
arr predicted, resulting from changes in one or more indepenllent variables . 

. \not her type of pattern matching approach is the use of rival e.rplanatiuns as 
fHtflfr/IS . Here. several cases may he kn<.r·Nll to have a cettain outcome, but there 
may hr unce1tainty as to the cause, that is, which independent variable is the deter
mining one. Each ofthc different theoretica.l positions must be mutually exclusive, 
-o finding thr presence of one position excludes the presence of any other. 

Take the example of a cha~itable organization that wants to understand the fac
to~"- that increase its donation receipts (dependent vcu·iable). Case study research is 
initiated that ex'Plores several cases of positive fluctuations in its income stream. It 
tintl~ t\\'O cases when extensive media coverage of a national overseas disaster leads 
to a W per cent short-term rise in donations. A rival theoretical position, that 
ml'tlia adYertising produces a higher income strean1, is found to be inconclusive -
un some occasions income rises modestly, on other occasions hardly at all. Hence, 
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A.nalyt1 s 
. ,r thl' 0 hjcctivc!i of data anal~ sis is to find relationship!> and contrasts 

.. tll'l' (ltll ( • 1 
.11•·11hks some techniques are presented here that facilitatt' this pro<'ess. lx (\\l'l'll h • • 

Pattern matching 

rill' logit' behi nd pattern matching is that tlw patterns to emerge from the data, ~ 

! ·It ur l)(.'rhap., fitil to match) those that were expected. Figure 11.5 illustrates two nr.t ~ , 

1
n,,ih11• ... !'cnarios. With non-equ ivall'nl dl'pendent r•ariahles as a pattern, a research 

~tmh ma~ haH~ a number of dependent \'ariahles or outcomes that emerge from it. m 

If. t~·ti 1n· thl· rlsearch is carried out, a numb(•r of predictions about the e"\1)ected MMcHM. 

1Jrpl•ndent mriahles arc made, and arc subsequently found, then this suppmt~ the 
intt·rnal \aliuit) of the study. Hence, in Fib"ltre 11.5 dependent ,·ariables A, Band C 
,1n· prtodictcd. resulting from changes in one or more independent Yariablcs . 

. \nothl'r type of pattern matching approach is the use of rit•al e.1·planativns a.~ 

paflrms. I ll'rl'. several cases ma~ be known to han~ a certain outcome, but there 
ma~ he unrcrtaint) as to the cause, that is, which independent Yariable is Lhe deter
mining otlt'. Each of the diflcrent theoretical positions must be mutuaUy cxclusiw, 
.,u lind in~ the presence of one position excludes the presence of any other. 

li1l-.e the example of a charitable organization that wants to understand the fac
tor• that increase it'i donation receipts (dependent nuiablc). Case study research is 
initiated that explores se\'eral cases of positi\'e fluctuations in it'i income stream. It 
lind., hH> cases when e:-..tensh·e media coYeragc of a national owrscas disa.'iter leads 
to a I 0 per cent short-term rise in donations. A rival theoretical position, that 
media ach crtising produces a higher income stream. is found to be inconclusiYe -
on '-Orne occa'iions income rises modestly, on other occasions hardly at all. l-I enee, 
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the theoretical position, that donations arc a product of media coYerage of disa.'>
ters, is accepted. Case Stud) 11.2 pr<n·idcs an illustration of how pattern matching 

can be used. 

A year ago, the CopyMatch printing company faced mounting financial losses and decided that 
it needed to restructure its organization. Its sales representatives earned most of thetr income 
through incentive bonuses and, therefore, tried to maximize both their number of chen's and 
sales per client. But often this meant that they took very specialist and small-scale orde ·s that 
were time consuming to set up, and therefore unproductive and costly to execute. This, of course. 
was of little concern to the sales 'reps' since they were maximizing their own income. 

As part of the restructuring, the workforce was divided into five teams, each of which con
tained different combinations of sales representatives, production managers, production super
visors and print workers. Through these cooperative teams it was intended that sales 
representatives would be influenced and informed by those more knowledgeable of the produc
tion cycle. The company wanted to monitor the impact of the reorganization and set up a research 
project, based upon this single case study. The dependent variables (outcomes) of the reor-

ganization were predicted as: 

More orders will be fulfilled to spectfied ttmes. 
Estimates of customer satisfaction will rise and there will be fewer customer corr . atnts. 

Larger-scale print runs will be undertaken. 
Levels of employee satisfaction will rise. 

The research study measured the impact of each type of team (non-equivalent mdependent 
variables) to find whether the new structure was more effective than the old one, and which 

combination of workers had the greatest effect on outcomes. 

For Case Study 11.2: 

1. Suggest an appropriate case study design. For example, what would you choose as the source 

of measurement? 
2. What are the independent variables? Would you treat the project as one case. or each of the 

teams as sub-cases? 

Suggested answers are provided at the end of the chapter. 

We saw in Case Study 11.2 that all the predicted independent variables \\l'~ ':':" 

sent, lending considerable "eight to the validit) of the assertion that tlll' u.~t'C' 
production teams increases efficiency, productivitY and customer and cnl~ ·iiaJ 
satisfaction. If, howe,·er, C\ en just one of these out~omes was not fou nd. thl' ~~ 
proposition could not be supported. Conversely, if another coropan) al'o 

11

~ 
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... n organit.ation and camr up with equivalent results, thrn this replication 
k' llftl•ll - ' . . . 

1
- 1

1
•11 .. ~ '"mid lend fi.Htht•r wr1ght to thr proposition. 

{thl' tnt " 

Explanation building 

rhi, ,trah·g:. is a spt•cial kind of pattern matching, but is less structured. Let us say ~ 
h.tl IH' 11 ant to tind an e;q)lanation for a problem - to re\ cal its undt•rl)ing causes. 
:f tlll''l' arc not to be either subjcctin• or anecdotal, it helps if these causes arc 
kll·ah't l 1, ithin some sott of theoretical proposition. We would tirst of all make an 
tnitial ,tatcmt·nt or proposition based upon this theoretical position. Nc,t, we 

1111uld contparc the tindings of an initial case study against this proposition, and 
aJIIl'ncl the propo~ition if ncccssaty Another t·ast• study is taken and the proposition 
anll'ndnl. dr. The process is repeated as many times as is considered necessary. At 
all tillll'' it is t•sscntial that riYal C'.1)1anations arc also considered and solid grounds 
...- 111~-:ht tilr accepting or rejecting them. 

Time-series analysis 

In 1 ime-st•rics anal) sis. data on dcpcndt•nt or independent Yariablcs arc traced 
11\l'r time so that predicted patterns can be compared \Vith the actual patterns 
thatl'm~rge and inferences drawn. What is important here, is that valid indica
tnr' arc sdected that match the objectives of the stud). Case Study IJ.:J pro
' itll''- nn illustration. 

CASE STUDY 11.3 

A lar e-scale retail park is built on a green-field site on the periphery of a medium-sized city. The 
impa ;, of such a development is measured over time, so a time-series analysis is appropriate 
here As usual. we start with a theoretical position or proposition, in this case, that the retail park 
will impact on the nearby town and locality in a number of ways. First. it will increase the pace of 
mid-town urban degeneration, in the first place by the closure of various shops and stores, fol
lowed, in time, by changing patterns of urban residence - higher income families moving out 
towards the suburbs. Secondly, increased urban degeneration will increase crime patterns in 
lh1s locality. Thtrdly, traffic flows will change with new congestion 'blackspots' emerging tn feeder 
roads to the retail park. Data are collected on an annual basis over five years through observation, 
local government records and crime statistics. 

In Case Study 11.3 identify the independent and dependent variables. To what extent can you be 

sure that changes in the dependent vanable result from the impact of the independent variable and 
not from other factors? 

Suggested answers are provided at the end of the chapter. 
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Case Study 11.3 is an cxampk of an intaruptcd lime-series because the data on, sa), 
patterns of retail spending in the inner ci~ are knom1 before the retail park is built 
and can be compared with those af\er its completion. Using a comple:t· time-scrieJ~, 
we could postulate that a negative trend in a set of data points "ill he followed b, 
a rise. Using our retail example. we could predict that after a period of se,·eral yean:. 
the cheap rent..., and land prices in the inner ci~ (plus state grants and programme<;) 
,,;n attract new entrepreneurs, small businesses and scn;cc industries, resulting in 

urban regeneration. 
Another form of time-series analysis io., the use of chronologies, tracing event... 

over time. The aim here is to compare the chronology of predicted events \\;th ''hat 
actually occurs. A theoretical proposition ma) predict that one set of events should 
be followed by another and that the reverse sequence is impossible; similarly, it mar 
predict that one event should be f(>llo-..vcd by another after a prescribed period <;f 
time. Thus, chronologies not only allow for a description of events, but also for the 

analysis of causes. 

Programme logic models 
This combines both pattern matching ;md time-series approaches. Here, it is po~
tulated that an initial event (independent variable) will produce an intermediate 
result "hich, in turn, will produce a final outcome (dependent ,·ariable). So, tor 
example, improvements in health and sa{c~' procedures in a factory might, indeed, 
produce better safety standard!> and lower accident rates. The final result of thi-. 
might be less disruption to production (through sickness and absence) and higher 
levels of worker satisfaction, both leading to higher producti\ity lewis. Pattern 
matching would predict a number of dependent ntriables (worker satisfaction and 
higher producti,;ty) as outcomes whilst the time-series approach would mca.~urc 
these outputs over time. 

(:. r A ~r.: ~TIInV AF'DOATc; 
- :;;;::J' ·- -· ·-

We will deal \\;th the skills in writing business research reports in general in 
Chapter 24, but here we will locus on some of the skills and issues that are specific 
to the case study approach. Given that, as we have seen, the planning and execution 
of case studies is one of lhe least syslcmized of all the research approaches, this, in 
principle, leaves the case study repo1t also less precisely structured. Ne\'erthcb~. 
following some of the ideas below ''~II help. 

Typical recipients of case o.,tudy reports ma~ be business managers, teacher,. 
health professionals, government planners and policy makers, communi~ lead
ers and special interest group-.. As ''ith any report, it is essential that you knn'' 
whom ~·ou arc \\Titing for and what it is that they arc interested in and'' hat the~ 
want to kmm. 
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~1111('1imcs case studies can be particularly effcctin· when read by non-spc<:ialist 
• 1-tcchnical rcaden. because their dcscriptiYe basis and findings C<Ul be both ,,r nell 

illuminatin~ and memorable. For example. consider the rclath·e impact of two 
·-.cuts 011 1 he effect of government aid prognu11mes on den, loping nations. One 

~·'JCII"l i!> based on a thorough statistical analysis and plentiful qu<mtitative data 
,1!.~l·ntcd in tabular form. The other report is a ca.o.;e study of an Ali·ican '~llage 
~ho\\ ing both the dramatic fall in the mortality rate following the installation of a 
dl·an water uppl) but also the continuing grinding levels of under-employment 

and PO' l'Ji) . 

Which of the reports just described do you think will have the greatest impact on: (a) public opinion; 
I b) government opinion? 

Clearly, government opinion is more likely to be influenced by f~tcts, statistics and 
rational analysis," hile the public tend to favom more ofthe 'human clement' that 
\\Ould emerge through the case study of the African \illage. Imagine the potcnlial 
impact if the African village report was taken up and illustrated through a telc\;
~ion programme. 

TOPTIP11.4 

One type of audience we have not mentioned so far are the readers and examiners of 
dissertations and theses. If you are conducting a case study as part of an academic 
programme then this type of audience will be interested, among other issues, in the 
theoretical propositions on which the study is based, and the extent to which your 
analysis supports claims that are consistent with the evidence. Also, ensure that you 
have addressed and provided details of the case study approach to research in the dis
sertation or thesis methodology chapter under the theme of Research Design. 

You must ensure that you arc actually writing toT an audience and not tor yourself. 
This is a particular danger if you are conducting a case study within your om1 par
ticular work em;ronment, or in a situation with in which you hm·e a strong emo
tional connection. Take, for example, a voluntary worker with an AID charity 
conducting a case study into how a particular group of HlV-intccted men and 
women support each other. The danger is that the final report deals with a cata
logue of issues that ha"e worried the voluntar) worker for some time. But if the 
report is aimed at changing public perceptions and attitudes to" ards H TV-infected 
people, then it must objectively address these \\~dcr social \'alues and interests if it 
is to han· any chance of changing peoples' opinions. 

T 

Case study reports arc usually" ritten, but, in principle. the} can also be pre
sented 01·all~·, or through photogntphs, film or ,;deo. H a ca..'>l' stud) is not su~ject 
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TYPE OF CASE STUDY REPORT STRUCTURE 

S1ngle case study 
Case study description and analysiS 

Cross-case analysis AppendiX: 

Multiple case study and results Narrative case Study 1 
Narrative Case Study n 

Case study 1 Question 1 Answer 

Question 2 Answer 

Multiple case study: 
Question 1 Answer 

without narrative Case study 2 
Question 2 Answer 

Multiple case study: 
Cross-case issue 1 - data and analysis from all cases 
Cross-case issue 2 - data and analysis from all cases 

Integrated 

F1gure 11.6 Four written forms of case study 

to confidentiality. then il can also be placed on the Web for wider public dissemina
tion. Indeed, if the intended undit•ncc is a public one. it would he difficult to find a 
better delh·e~ medium than the Web. In general. whether presented as a tradi
tional document. or ,;a the "'eh. "rittcn communication is likely to he the mo't 
familiar medium to both" ritcr and reader. Dooley (2002) suggests that two typt•, 
of report are popular with case stud) researchers. The first is riflectit•e report in,!:. 
where the researcher uses litera~ de, ices to bring the case ali,·e for the reader. Till' 
researcher's Yo icc is apparent. The second is a nal.1Jtical reporting which use~ a mnr\· 
detached writing st) lc (the researcher's ,·oice is either silent or subdued). The ana
l) tic report tends to adopt a conventional ~tructure: introduction, re,ic" of tlw 
literature, methodolO!,')', results and discu~sion (similar to Linear-Anal) tic in 
Figure 11.7). This figure gi\'C~ example!> of four ~tructures that can be u~cd tiJ r the 
generation of written reports, hl'Oadly t(Jilowing typical case study design forma h. 

For the classic single case study, the report simply consists of the description anti 
analysis of the data. ln the multiple case study. the main body of the report could 
begin with narrative descriptions of each ofthc case studies, but these can be hul"~ 
and could be confined to the appendices. In this case, the main body of the report 
would consist of the analy~i~ and supporting data of the cross-cases. A lllorc 
focused approach would be to present the findings in the form of a que~tion and 
answer format (or each of the case ~tudics. Here. the reader is then in a position to 
go to those question~ of particular interest tor each of the cases. Thi!> can be lwth 
efficient in tenns of the reader's time and allow the reader to draw compari•

011
' 

across each of the studies. The fourth example takes this a stage further u-.in~ an 
integrated approach that looks at each is~ue in turn (using each case stud~ to -.uppl~ 
the underl)ing data and analysis). . 

Yin (2009) warns that the -;election of one of these approaches for thl' hnal 
report needs to he made during the de~ign of the case study and not ~ an atkr· 

thought. and ~hould he contaim·d in the c~c study protocol. 
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LINEAR·ANALYTIC 

Statement of problem 

Literature review 

Methodology 
Findings/analysis 

conclusions 

COMPARITIVE 

Case study 1: description A 
Case study 1 : description B 

CHRONOLOGICAL 

Event A 
Event B 

Event C 

THEORY BUILDING 

Theory/model 

SUSPENSE 

Answer 
Background 

Alternative explanations 

UNSEQUENCED (example) 

Product development 
Health and safety improvement 
Business planning 

Human resource development 

Figure 11.7 Alternatrve written report structures 

TOPTIP11.5 

If undertaking a case study as part of an academic programme, you may need to 
think of also producing a report for the organization or community you have studied. 
This might have been negotiated as part of your entry to gain their collaboration. 
This would not, in all probability, be your final dissertation or thesis, which would be 
too long, but a short summary or Flash Report. A typical size for this would be in the 
region of 2,000-3,000 words. 

\/.I~ tt 

.\ number of alternati,·c report structures arc possible, depending on the audience 
and what the researcher is trying to achieve (sec r-igure 11.7). If, for example, the 
final case study report is being written for a largely academic audience, then the 
linear-ana(l;tic struchtre would probably be acceptable, since its format would be 
readily recognized by academics. These structures could be used with any of the 
single or multiple case studies just discussed. 

The comparati-ve stmchtrc takes the same ca..'>e study and repeats it two or more 
times, comparing and cont rasting the results. This could be done through begin
ning each time with different underpinning theoret ical models, allowing the case to 
be 'iewcd from an alternative perspect ive. These repetitions arc typical of pattern 
matching approaches. 

The chronological struchlrc simply takes a series of C\Ctlts 0\Cr time and sets 
them oul in sequence. It should not be supposed, however, that this approach 
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is purel~ descripti' c - it can also he used both from explanatory and ewloratory 
studies. For c"ampk. setting out a logical ~cquencc of ewnts may not onl~ descri~ 
them. but prO\ide insighb into linkage!-. and cause!-.. 

With the the01:1J building structure the purpose is to build a series of chap-
ters or sections that de,·clop a tht•oretical perspccti,·e behind the case stud,. 
The thcof) may scn·e an e"planator~ purpose. seeking connections bctwc~n 
cause and effect, or an e"plorator~ one. ~uggcsting ne\Y research questions and 

propositions. 
The suRpcnse structure b probabl~ one of the most Yaluable in a business em i-

ronment becau~c it begins \\ith tht· 'answer· or kc) findings of the case stud). Thi\ 
is what managers. planners and the spon:.ors of research want to know. Subsequent 
chapters prmidc the background to the study and may cwn look at altcrnati\t• 

perspecti,·cs on the findings. 
Finally, in the unsNflll'ttted strurtutT, the actual sequence of sections or chapter\ 

has no patticular significance for the report. Findings can be presented in 
any order, prO\idcd that the) arc compatible. So, in l'ig1.1re 11.7, the unsequcnccd 
example illustrates a case stud) of a company where each section can be presented 
independent!) in its own ri~ht, "';th no requirement for sequencing the section' in 

a particular order. 
The final case study in this chapter brings together many of the principle-, of 

case study design that \H' haw discussed. These include the role of theoreti<:al 
propositions, the design of dear research methodologies and data gathering tool' 

and the usc of multiple sources of C\idencc. 

CASE STUDY 11.4 

A major theoretical theme of management-worker relations in Japanese (transplant) firms based 
in the UK, is that of strong management control (hegemony) based upon sophisticated recruit· 
ment policies, surveillance and performance monitoring. This is facilitated by a compliPint local 
environment with national and local state bureaucracies, development corporations and trades 
unions eager to offer cooperative working arrangements ln exchange for inward foreign 

(Japanese) investment. 
A case study was carried out (Eiger and Smith, 1998) working on the hypotheses (based upon 

previous research) that: 

Despite the use of 'green-field' sites and inexperienced labour. recruitment and retent1on of 

labour still poses problems for Japanese transplant companies. 
In response to these circumstances, management policies are not neatly pre-determ1ned 

but involve debate, conflict and often piecemeal innovation. 
Management policies among Japanese transplants are influenced not only by local and 

national environments, but by patterns of ownership and company traditions. 
These sources of differentiation help to explain the variations in the ways in whic managers 

respond to common problems within a shared labour market. 
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eland production practices in the case study plants 

Company name 

fJr8CtiCe Copy Co. PCB Co. Assembly Co. Car-part Co. 

ream briefing + + p + 

Performance appraisal + p X + 

Formal consultation X + X + 

Use of temporary workers + + X + 

Performance-rtllated pay + + X + 

SystematiC h1nng policy X X X p 

Operator responsible for quality + + + + 

extsts: P =partial application: X= practice does not exist. 

A research methodology for the case study was established with the selec tion of four 
Japanese green-field transplant companies, all based in Telford, a 'new tow n' in the West 
Midland: of the UK. Ten per cent of managers in these companies were interviewed, plus 
a number ol other 'key informants' in the locality. Documentary evidence and observational 
data were gathered o n both corporate policies and the local labour market. The impact of 
'location' as an independent variable was controlled for by holding it constant - that is, 
by usmg a set of case s tudy companies from the same location. So, by focusing on 
four companies operating in the same labour market, it became feasible to identify key 
features of this environment that impact on their labour relations. It also became possible 
to explore the 1m pact of individual company policies and strategies on the management of 
labou relations. 

Dc..ta on the production and personnel policies in each of the four case study workplaces 
were gathered using a template (see Table 11.4). 

The authors acknowledge that the data need to be treated with some caution: 

Of neceSSlty, this table captures only a snapshot of what are evolving patterns of employment practices, 
and the uniform terminology glosses over Important differences in the implementation and meaning of 
the various features in the different workplaces. (Eiger and Smith. 1998: 193) 

BL the evidence (from the Table and from the interviews) shows that in all four transplant compa
ni-.s managers are implementing procedures for quality management. But the form taken by 
quality and Just-in-time measures varies significantly between the factories. Thus, the case study 
highlights the danger of treating specific transplant workplaces as merely exemplars of generalized 
Japanese ways of working. There seemed to be no uniform or systematic set of personnel policies 
designed to shape and induct new recruits. Rather, employee policies seemed to emerge in a much 
more ad hoc way, in response to emerging problems and pressures, often based around the prob
lems of recruitment and retention of young labour. The case study data reveal that transplant 

operations are embedded within the influences of the local as well as the national economy and 
are influenced by the distinctive nature of local labour markets, patterns of trades unionism and 
employer organization and the poli tics o f local state and development agencies. 

Source: Adapted from Elger and Sm1th, 1998 
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The case study reveals a number of typical i s~uc~ in case study design. The following 

Acthity asks you to identify" hat they arc. 

In Case Study 11.4, identify the followmg: 

1. The theoretical underpinning of the case study. 
2. The number and type of data collection sources. 

3. Protocols used for data collection. 
4. The analyt ical method: pattern matching, explanation building or time-series. 

5. The extent to which the original hypotheses are supported or refuted. 

Suggested answers are provided at the end of the chapter. 

Case studies are used for a variety of subjects, including organizational performance, evaluating 

relationships between individuals, teams or departments and project implementation. 
case studies are often deductive in character, beginning from a theoretical premise or stance. 

• They should be used when there is no opportunity to control or manipulate variables but when 

there is an interest in explanations and analysis of situations or events. 
While procedures are not as well defined as those for experimental research, case stucr. research 

should involve the development of an initial hypothesis or set of questions, and t e design of 

research tools, protocols and field procedures. 
• Case studies can involve single or multiple units of analysis (individuals, departmAnts. objects. 

systems. etc.) in combination with single or multiple case designs. 
In case studies, researchers should aim to collect multiple sources of evidence that should~ 
into a chain of evidence, linking research questions, data, analysis and case stuOy reports. 

• Data for case studies are typically collected from multiple sources including documentatiOn. 

archives, interviews and direct or participant observation. 
• Internal validity in case studies is strengthened by pattern matching, explanation building and 

time-series analysis. Reliability is strengthened by multiple replication of the same or similar 

cases. 

1. Suppose you a<e planning to unde,take a study into the st<ategies that small comoao•• 
should adopt to achieve success. You know you a<e going to unde,take a nauonal '"~" 
What arguments could you use for also including ten case studies of successful sma 

companies? . t 
2. In selecHng case studies. what would be the advantages in choosing cases that w"e d•""" 

in terms of their features? 
3 . How many case studies is enough? 
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(20121 Applications of Case Study Research, 3rd edn. Thousand Oaks. CA: Sage. An ideal comple

Fl ~ text 10 books on case study theory in that it provides detailed examples of descripllve case 
ta Y d. d h · udieS explanato y case stu 1es an cross-case synt es1s. 

R K (2009) Case Study Research: Design and Methods, 3rd edn Thousand Oaks. CA: Sage Yin is 

W)(leiY recognized as one of the leading authonties on case study design. There is no better starting point. 

Stake. R E (2005) Multtple Case Study Analysis. New York: The Guilford Press. Examines single cases but 
goes on to 1 s·ng multiple cases, and the application of cross-case analysis. Three international 

1 pJe case study examples are also provided. 

Gomm R Hammersley, M. and Foster. P. (eds) (2000) Case Study Method: Key issues, Key Texts. London: 

Sage Not for 1he noVIce researcher. this book explores some of the complex issues associated with case 

s:JdY research, including external validity and the generation o f theory. 

JOURNALRESOURCES 1 

Lee. W .. Col her, P.M and Cullen, J. (2007) 'Reflections on the use of case studies in the accounting, man

agemem and organizational disciplines', Qualitative Research in Organizations and Management: An 

~remationa/ Journal, 2(3): 169-178. Discusses the merits of unique cases and singular forms of evidence 

Y.1!h1n as1ngle case; the comparability of case studies with tools in other areas; and methods of theonzmg 
f·om case stud1es. 

Patton. E and Appelbaum, S.H. (2003) The case for case studies 1n management research', Management 

Research News, 26(5): 60-71. Suggests that case studies are an important approach in organizational 

research both for generating hypotheses for quantitative studies, and for generating and testing theory 

11owjey J. (2002) Using case studies in research , Management Research News, 25(1): 16-27 Explains 

when case studies are the ideal method, how to des1gn case studies and issues around validity and 
•ehabllity. 

1. T')e mplicit working hypothesis is that taxi-dance halls are dens of vice and corruption 

2. The multiple sources of evidence used include observat1on (of people arriving, their means of 

transport, the look and demeanour of both clients and taxi-dancers, etc.), and interviews with 

clients. taxi-dancers and the owners of the halls. 
3. This is a matter of interpretation! Clearly, however, the hypothesis that the halls are merely vice 

dens is too simplistic. Both the tax1-dance girls and the1r clients reveal a wide mixture of hopes, 

aspirations and incentives. 
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1. Research questions might include: (a) What is the altitude of customers towards the new system? 
(b) What is the attitude of staff to the system? Does the system work - are customers able 1~ 
understand and use it? 

2. Data collection methods could include covert observation of the customers as they arrive to see 
how easily they manage to use the new system. Later, a selected sample of customers could be 
interviewed as they left the building to ascertain their views on the system. The views of staff could 
be tapped through a small-scale survey using a structured questionnaire (perhaps distributed in 

the next issue of the company newsletter). 

1. The source of measurement would include the number of orders filled to specific timescales, levels 

of customer satisfaction, the scale of print runs and the levels of employee satisfaction. 
2. Independent variables include the new team structures, but you would need to look out for other 

extraneous variables that might confound the results (for example, do some teams contain more 
experienced workers?). Since the project IS looking at the impact of different combinations of 
workers (compared to the old one) then sub-cases would be used, comprising each of the new 
team structures. One sub-group could comprise the old structure which could then act as a control 

to see if the more collaborative team approach was, indeed, more effective. 

Suggested answers fo~ Activity 

The new retail park is acting as an independent variable on its environment. within which dependent van· 
ables include urban degeneration, traffic congestion and crime. One of the challenges here is to measure 
the impact of the retail park itself, since there are likely to be many other independent variables at work 
Taking just traffic as an example, car ownership tends to rise over time, so will add to traffic congestion 

1. The theoretical underpinning of the study revolves around the literature on management- worker 

relationships in Japanese transplant companies. 
2. Data collection sources include secondary sources (previous studies), interviews with ten per cent 

of company managers, some key informants in the locality, documentary evidence on company 

policies, plus observational data. 
3. The protocols used for data collection are illustrated in the template in Table 11.4. 

4. The analytical method comprises a form of explanation building. 
5. The original hypothesis could be accepted on the basis of the results. 




